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Abstract 

In today’s world, digitization plays an extremely prominent role in day-to-day applications.Its future 

deployment needs an Internet of Things (IoT) to embrace automation, remote monitoring and 

predictive analysis. IoT is a device connected with an internet and it’s a combined embedded 

technology including actuator and sensor device. Also, it encompasses, wired and wireless 

communication devices, and real-world physical objects connected to the internet. IoTis majorly used 

in diversified fields like smart classroom, smart banking, smart home, smart agriculture, smart 

healthcare application etc. For effectively, securing the IoT based information, this article deals about 

the implementation of joint steganography-cryptography scheme for video data transmission in the 

IoT environment. However, the intrusion of attackers is gaining its relevance as more IoT sensor 

nodes are associated with infinite amount of data. Further, the robustness of the system reduces as 

there is more intervention of intruders in the network.Initially, it was thought that RSA cryptosystems 

can be used to provide security, since it offers lesser computational burden over the system.However, 

it certainly gets outdated when a point is reached, as more intruders enter the system. The 

computational complexity slightly increases as the algorithm gets outdated. However, existing 

original RSA and ECC algorithm is subjected to certain problems due to its linear computational 

problem. Thus, this paper deals with implementation of Hyperelliptic curve cryptography (HECC) as 

an alternative solution to the ECC to concentrated on such security problem to evaluate the trustiness 

of cloud data to resist it from malicious attack. Along with text data is encrypted using advanced 

encryption standard based Cipher Block Chaining method. Finally, stego video is generated using the 

LSB method. The simulation results show that, the proposed method gives the robust performance 

compared to the state of art approaches. 

Keywords:Internet of Things, cloud security, cryptography, steganography. 

1. Introduction 

Video steganography [1] has become a major application for multimedia security in IoT field with 

respect to fields like smart classroom [2], smart banking [3], smart home [4], smart agriculture, smart 

healthcare application etc. It can be used to check the authentic user's legitimacy. Some of these 

techniques use the entire video to embed specific data on content. Use of the entire video to hide 

information can sometimes lead to a decrease in stego video visual quality [5]. This can be a major 

disadvantage for the security of video steganography in the real-time application. By the way, the 

quality of the video viewed by the user is undermined, which is one of the major criteria for videos 

distributed via the real-time application. The product of optimized stego video could overcome this 

disadvantage [6]. This optimal solution for video steganography not only provides high payload but 

also compatibility with other steganography variables. z. For covered writing, video steganography is 

used. Every technique of video steganography hides a signal (the secret message) from a cover media, 

to receive a stego signal (stego video). In compliance with certain restrictions a hidden signal is 

located in an appropriate region of the cover signal. Such drawbacks include payload, numerical 

undetectability, imperceptibility, attack robustness, video data decoding, etc [7]. Some of these 

limitations not only contradictory but also multidisciplinary in nature. If the payload is increased, for 

instance, it may have a significant impact both on imperceptibility and numerical detestability and 
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vice versa [8]. Also, robustness decreases as steganography attempts to increase both imperceptibility 

and payload. Some aspects of robustness are also covered by another discipline known as stego-

analysis. It is therefore very difficult to find regions closer to the covered or secret signal in the cover 

media. Optimization is the optimal solution among many feasible solutions that are possible. This 

optimum solution is achieved by either minimizing the process constraints or maximizing the system 

efficiency [9]. An optimization mathematical formulation may be said to minimize any cost function 

f(x), subject to certain conditions or constraints. The literature survey shows the use of rigorous 

mathematical analysis and calculus in the initial days to solve optimization problems. The strategies 

used in the next century are minimal length, least square methods, steepest descent methods, etc. 

While common, these methods have a certain inherent drawback because they are slow and they can 

only solve simple problems. Since the late 1980s, linear programming and dynamic approaches have 

started to solve large-scale problems [10]. 

The major contributions of this paper as follows: 

  The input video sequence divided into multiple frames and each frame is encrypted by using 

the HECC cryptography method. 

 The input text is preprocessed and encrypted by using the AES-CBC for further cryptography 

operation. 

 Finally, the encrypted video data and text messages are embedded using the LSB 

steganography mechanism and generates the stego video sequence. 

This paper is summarized follows through as: In Section 2, literature review for cloud data security 

with the comparison of methodology with defining problem, implication, merits and demerits. Section 

3 gives the detailed information about the proposed methodology. Section 4 discusses about the 

results analysis and finally Section 5, concluded the summarization of whole paper. 

2. Literature Survey 

Most of the traditional works emphasize the combination of steganography and cryptography to 

securely transfer data across an unsecured network, and such a secret message communication scheme 

can be used in business applications across a network to control data theft and peer repudiation. They 

proposed an image steganography method similar to Jpeg, where the encrypted message is embedded 

in the quantized DCT coefficients [11], with the exception of the value-1, 0, + 1 of the DCT 

coefficients. The aim of the proposed technique is to create a process that incorporates the 

characteristics of steganographic and cryptographic techniques by integrating cryptography and 

throwing steganography.  

By performing cryptographic functionality and also preserving its steganographic nature, the 

combining model may result in a steganographic image. The procedure first encrypts the secret 

message using substitution cipher and then uses the modified quantization table to insert the encrypted 

message into the frequency domain's high frequency coefficients. A replacement cipher is one where 

each character in the plaintext is replaced by another character in the ciphertext[12]. In this case, 

before embedding, the cover image is pre-processed. They suggested the pre-processing used in this 

procedure. Images are the most common and commonly used steganography carrier medium. To a 

machine, an object is a set of numbers that in different areas of the image represent different light[13]. 

This numeric representation is a grid and is referred to as pixels for the individual points[14]. 

 These pixels are the raster data of the image. Data hidden in images benefits from the finite power of 

the human visual system (HVS) with low sensitivity to changes in patterns and luminance [15]. Most 

digital steganography methods benefit from the margin between the multimedia carriers ' numerical 
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value and visual perception. In other words, the secret messages are embedded in the images by some 

minor distortions in the non-significant parts that are invisible to the system of human perception. Due 

to its importance in many applications, the number of digital images on the Internet has increased 

rapidly. In image steganography, the changes in the stego-image due to data embedding must be 

visually and statistically negligible in order to make it difficult to detect the steganography method. 

The most efficient way to hide data in an image is to change the content of the image, i.e. the pixel 

colors. Although crude, this technique hides a large volume of information within the image. The idea 

is to incorporate the data into a much larger object so that the changes are undetectable 

Steganography techniques for modifying the image cover in the space domain are known as spatial 

domain techniques involving LSB encoding [16]. In spatial steganography the pixel values for hiding 

data are directly altered. Least significant bit substitution involves integration of secret data into bits, 

with a minimum weighting, so that the quality of original pixels is not affected. Either change the 

value of the pixel with ±1 or leave it altered which depends on its nature and on the pixel value LSB . 

LSB based technique is a steganography technique based on the pixels.They have proposed a spatial 

image hiding scheme that embeds hidden image into true-color pixels. The hidden image can be both 

a color and a grayscale.  

If a color image reduces the size of the data transmitted, the secret image is quantized where the secret 

image's red, green and blue components are quantified grossly. This proposed method is capable of 

hiding three hidden image types: the hiding of a secret colour-based image, the hiding of an actual 

color-based 256 image, and the hiding of a image of a real colour. They further argued that the 

proposed method allows for hidened embedding capacity and performs better in terms of PSNR and 

image quality. Most of previous works[17] on steganography images have been designed to hide gray 

scale images in gray scale host images. There are two disadvantages to this restriction. First, only gray 

images are used for hiding gray images. The proposed steganography approach was based on the 

sensitivity of human visual systems to object contrast which hides information within the spatial 

image domain. In order to measure the degree of flatness and pixel contrast, the method uses a 

comparison between the adjacent pixels.  

3. Proposed Methodology 

A steganography application was proposed shown in Figure 1 that uses as a basic technique the LSB 

to hide a Stego-message or plain text to be sent, which, has been previously encrypted with AES-

CBC, to avoid that the text is read in case the existence of the message is detected inside the image, 

all this making a safe exchange of the key and without altering any of the characteristics of the Stego-

image. 

 

Figure 1: Description of the proposed method. 

The combined scheme of mixing and encrypting the information should start with determining the 

best way to exchange the key by a secure means. Also, a way to delimit the information should be 

established by packaging the data with a specific character sequence, which indicates the exact 
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position of the encrypted stemming message, as it is an encryption scheme that complies with the 

philosophy of Feistel networks by applying the reverse process, the message sent will be accessed 

hidden and encrypted, in a scheme that avoids the detection of hidden information, but if it is 

detected, it will maintain the integrity and security of the information. It is important to emphasize 

that the software tool will determine in a semi-automatic way the sizes of the Stego-image concerning 

the size of the Stego-message be sent, in other words, if the message is short a lower resolution image 

will be required, but it will always be necessary to fill in the information with a sequence of pseudo-

random characters, to avoid the LSB plane of the Stego-image being empty and in this way, the 

detection tools will show the presence of a message in the Stego-image. 

3.1 Hyperelliptic curve cryptography (HECC) 

HECC is a public key encryption process based on the Jacobian of elliptical curve hypothesis and is 

used to create highly efficient, agile and compact cryptographic keys. Due to the development of 

prime numbers rather than standard forming techniques, rounded cryptography creates a key to the 

character of elliptic curves. The HECC approach can generate private and public keys, which make 

information more secure. The general position of the elliptic curve is given below by using genus g is 

the set of solutions, Jacobian of C is 𝐽(𝐶) 

𝐽(𝐶): 𝑌2 = 𝑋2𝑔+1 + 𝐴1𝑋
2𝑔 + ⋯……………… + 𝐴2𝑔𝑋 + +𝐴2𝑔+1 

Base-point generator 𝐺(X) = 𝑋2𝑔+1 + 𝐴2𝑔+1is chosen so that 𝐺 is a very large value 𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑛 = 0. 

HECC's key block is the collections of scalar points that are belonged to region g. 

 𝑃1,𝑃2, … . . 𝑃𝑔  𝑎𝑛𝑑  𝑄1, 𝑄2,… . . 𝑄𝑔  

By adding the scalar points, new collection of g points generated such as 𝑅1, 𝑅2 , … . . 𝑅𝑔 .  The 

addition operation is performed by using the two elliptic curves with the precise formulation 

respectively. Recovery of g, however, understanding points 𝑃𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑄 are complicated or 

computationally infeasible as Hyper Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithmic Problem. C is heavily built 

on real-time applications to solve predicting and resolving energy attacks. However, the ECC is not 

yet commonly applied cryptographic technique, and its theoretical basis in standard protocols. The 

HECC supports point multiplication i.e, repeated addition of two points. Numerous ECs are as of now 

licensed, making distinguishing new ones significantly more overwhelming. A bad random number 

generator can also lead to successful attacks and there may be underlying loops behind poor curve 

designs. To solve this proposed algorithm is described as follows; 

Table 1: HECC Algorithm 

key pair generation of HECC 

Input: Domain parameters 

Output: private key 𝒌 and Public key 𝑹𝒈 

Step 1: Choose a random integer𝒌 ∈ [𝟏, 𝒓 − 𝟏]. 

Here r is the smallest possible integer of Divisor 𝑅𝑔  

Step 2: Calculate𝑹𝒈 = 𝒌 ∗ 𝑹𝟏 

Step 3: Generate the key pair as (𝑅𝑔 , 𝑘) 

Encryption of HECC 

Input: Private key 𝒌, Message 𝑚 and Domain parameters 

Output: cipher text (𝑪𝟏,𝑪𝟐, ……𝑪𝒈 ) 

Step 4: Consider 𝑚 as message over hyper elliptic curves Jacobian 𝐽using reduced 
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divisor M. 

Step 5: Calculate thecipher texts as 𝑪𝟏 = 𝒌𝑹𝟏, 𝑪𝒈 = 𝑴 + 𝒌𝑹𝒈  

Decryption of HECC 

Input: Private key 𝒌, cipher text (𝑪𝟏,𝑪𝟐, ……𝑪𝒈) and Domain parameters 

Output: Message 𝑚 

Step 6: Perform the successive subtraction operation  𝑀 = 𝑪𝒈 − 𝒌𝑪𝟏 

Step 7: generate message m from M using successive division 

 

3.2. Encryption (AES and CBC) 

AES is an encryption standard that is a symmetrical cipher or a finite block cipher (128 bits). It 

consists of three main rounds: The initial round, the standard round and the final round. The initial 

round is based on the AddRoundKey transformation, which performs an XOR operation between two 

matrices, the state matrix (which is the one containing the blocks of the original text) and the key 

matrix. After this, the standard round starts, this round consists of 4 processes: ByteSub, ShiftRow, 

MixColumns and AddRoundKey. ByteSub does the substitution of each of the bytes of the resulting 

array from the previous round, but this substitution depends on these same bytes. Using an inversion 

operation and a linear transformation that is carried out point by point to the matrix resulting from the 

initial round. ShiftRows applies shifts to the rows of the state matrix, so the first row is shifted by 0 

bytes, the second by 1 byte, and so on. MixColumns performs the function of taking each column and 

multiplying it by a constant matrix. AES is applied in this way for encryptions up to 128 bits, but 

when there is a much longer message as in this case the input must be segmented into blocks. For this 

AES has among its modes of operation one called CBC (Cipher Block Chaining) that allows 

encrypting messages of greater length, its structure has shown in Figure 2. CBC proposes to segment 

in blocks of fixed length the information and to the first segment to apply an XOR operation with a 

random number to the one that is denominated like initialization vector, this initialization vector can 

be zero although it is not recommended since it would reduce the security level of the algorithm. 

Having the result of this exercise is encrypted with a key and thus the first encrypted block is 

obtained. This way, the next block is applied XOR together with the previous ciphertext and is also 

coded for the following blocks. 

 

Figure 2: CBC block diagram 
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3.1. LSB (Least Significant Bit) technique 

It is the most basic and therefore most widely used technique, in which plain text is converted into 

ASCII, this is then fed into a binary string and mixed into the least significant bit of text. 

Initially, it is required to have installed the Opencv version 2 libraries, which allows operations with 

images and vectors, this library has some tools for digital signal and image processing. In this case, 

the function is defined: bits_generator, this function, is in charge of reading the message (msg) which 

was already read from a file that stores information in ASCII-UTF8 format, when reading the string of 

characters msg, the conversion of ASCII to its respective 8-bit value is performed with the command 

ord that gives the value in the whole format that corresponds to the value of the ASCII table of each 

of the data of the string of characters read, after this a string of binary numbers is created using a cycle 

that goes through each 8-bit data and puts it in a binary string with which it is ready to be mixed with 

each of the pixels of the chosen image to be the Stegoimage, the RGB structure of the imaged is 

shown in Figure 3. At this point, an algorithm must be made that somehow guarantees that the size of 

the Stego-message corresponds to the number of pixels that the image has, so to avoid limitations on 

the size of the message, the size of the image is preserved and the Stegomessage is repeated as many 

times as necessary, the value of the rows and columns of the image is determined and the message to 

be mixed is repeated a whole number of times, if at the end the exact size of the message does not 

match, bits are included in a random pattern to complete each of the pixels in the image. To avoid 

confusion for the receiver of the message, some delimiters of the message are defined, that the 

message is repeated more than once in the image serves as a methodology to verify the information. 

4. Simulation Results 

4.1 Dataset 

There are two main factors in the proposed work, first one is data embedding process and second one 

is data extraction process. The analysis of proposed work is entirely based on these two factors only. 

The first method is based on the comparison of stego-video quality with original video while the 

second method is based on comparison of qualitative analysis of extracted secret message with the 

original secret message. Inserting the secret message into the video means insertion process, this 

process produces stego video which we can be played on any video player compatible to operating 

system. This shows that we can perform embedding process without any damage in original video. 

The extraction process produces message which is same as original message. There is no change in 

the message. After comparison we found no loss in the quality of video and the presence of secret 

message in the video was undetectable. If we calculate the PSNR value for the video frame we get 

always value greater than 60, if value is more than 50 then it shows good quality of video.  

4.2 Performance evaluation 

The criteria to calculate the performance of the Steganography system is based on Robustness, 

Capacity and Security. Robustness: Means the ability to withstand or overcome adverse conditions. It 

describes the quality of the system. The performance of the system is measured in terms of (PSNR) 

Peak-Signal-to-Noise-Ratio. The quality comparison measurement of original video with stego video 

is known as Peak-Signal-to-Noise-Ratio. PSNR is measured in terms of decibels (dB). The high value 

of PSNR means the better video quality. 

PSNR = 20 log10 ( 𝑀𝐴𝑋 /√𝑀𝑆𝐸 ) 

Where MAX= Maximum Possible Pixel Value of an image. Generally it is 255. The distortion 

between original video with stego video is measured in terms of Mean Square Error (MSE). 
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Figure 3: Some results after implementing the Steganography 

Table 2: Performance comparison 

VideoSteg Models  PSNR MSE Encryption Time (s) Decryption Time (s) 

DWT+HomomorphicEnc [16] 32.43 2.55 2143  1973 

DCT+HomomorphicEnc [18] 37.75 2.46 2324  1935 

Proposed  73.2185 0.1798 1673 1747 

 

From table 2, it is observed that the proposed method shows the high video quality as its PSNR is 

increased with reduced MSE. As well as the proposed method consumes the low time for both Stego-

Encryption and Stego-Decryption operations. From the table, it is observed that the performance of 

proposed method is improved compared to the DWT+ HomomorphicEnc [16], and DCT+ 

HomomorphicEnc [18]. 

4.3 Robustness Measures 

 The robustness of the system is measured according the Normalized Correlation (NC). NC is defined 

in the following equation. 

 

Where, w refers to the original secret image and w ' refer to recovered secret image. Figure 5 shows 

original and extracted secret image without any attack. 
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Several attacks are implemented on the stego frames for checking performance of the suggested 

scheme. Table 3 illustrates NC values for the extracted secret image after attacking the stego frame 

with several attacks. 

Table 3: NC values after subjecting several attacks on the stego frame 

   Type of attack   Proposed  DWT+ 

HomomorphicEnc 

No attack  1 0.9984 

salt & pepper 0.9984 0.9829 

Gaussian (mean = 0, variance = 0.0001) 0.9829 0.9692 

Speckle (variance = 0.0002) 0.9984 0.9610 

Cropping(50*50)  0.9807 0.9510 

Compression  1 0.9984 

Brightness(+35)  0.9610 0.9772 

 

From the Table 3, it is observed that against several attacks the proposed method gives the robust 

performance compared to state of art approaches. 

Conclusion 

A Joint steganography-cryptography method was implemented using standard video processing and 

cryptography libraries that hide a flat text file in UTF-8 format of any size and such information when 

hidden and combined with the LSB technique, does not generate significant changes in the output 

image, mixed with the text and also after passing it through the AES-CBC block cipher algorithm, 

which shows us that the input and output image after the cipher process have a high entropy so if the 

output image is encrypted with a tool to verify the existence of a hidden message it could go 

unnoticed. The use of the LSB method is appropriate for the task of hiding information securely, but 

the secure sending of data is only guaranteed when using a standard cryptographic technique such as 

AES-CBC, which ensures that the secret is not violated if it is tried to break it. The sequential mixing 

of the key with the information by the CBC method guarantees a high complexity of the encryption 

algorithm and that it is not simply broken by any computational methods. By mixing two computer 

security techniques such as steganography and cryptography using a symmetrical block cipher, a 

double layer of security is given to the information by a method called mixed, named by some 

authors, which makes the sending of information safe and safeguards the secrecy of the data sent. This 

is the first work of the research group SIE (Embedded Computer Security) and it opens the door for 

further work on the subject of steganography combined with classical cryptography since when 

measuring encryption times concerning the amount of information that needed to be hidden, it is 

noted that some of the processing times are excessive, so it is required to modify parts of the 

algorithm, verify if the algorithm and all the libraries can be run from the PC video card used and not 

from the CPU as it was currently run, another possible change or improvement would be to use cards 

with embedded Linux with dedicated use of video card for information processing or as an alternative 

solution, you can speed up the processing of the image using FPGA devices. 
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